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1. Introduction 

This manual is intended to serve as a guide for setting the datalogger before first use,  eventually 
for creating a completely new configuration. The chapters are lined up in order in which it is 
appropriate to carry out particular steps, therefore we recommend not to skip between chapters. 

2. Printed circuit board and connection points  

 

 
Fig. 1: Printed circuit board 

 

- Connect external aerial for wireless communication. For connection use SMA 
connector. 

- In case of data logger NB-IoT version insert compatible SIM card. 

-  Connect power source. For operation battery power supply is necessary (the instrument 
has four Li-SOCL2 batteries 3.6V of 2600 mAh capacity) or external 12 V source (terminal 
block marked „-+“ in the left upper part of the instrument). Allowed power supply voltage 
range is 12 V to 16 V. If all is well a green LED HL1 flashes shortly after connection of power. 

In case that datalogger is powered from external power supply, it is necessary to 
remove batteries. 

 

- Connect logger with PC using USB cable.  OS Windows 10 is required. During 
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connection time the datalogger does not measure and save data. 

 

3. Configuration software preparation 

Installator of the configuration software is supplied with the device. After starting the installator, 
the configuration software is installed into a chosen directory. 
 

4. Datalogger configuration 

Please follow the order of steps described below. 
 
4.1. Configuration SW description 
 

After starting Logger.Win.exe programe following  window will be displayed: 

 
Fig. 2: Configuration software 

 
If there is no USB connection of Datalogger and PC, the setup buttons are grey.   

 
Buttons : 

 Add item 
 Edit item 
 Delete item 
 Add rain gauge 
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 Display battery level information 
 Display polynoms 
 Upload new firmware 
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4.2 Adding Dataloger 

Push button  in the upper line and fill in the description (datalogger name/user profile) and 
DevEui (analogy to serial number, i.e. unique number assigned to each instrument: serves for 
unequivocal identification of particular instrument in the network).  

 
 

 
Fig. 3: Adding datalogger profile 
 
4.3 SDI-12 sensors address setting 
 
Each sensor connected to the datalogger must have a unique SDI-12 address 
(addresses are ranging  0 - 9 , a – z, A – Z . If you do not know the sensors addresses or you need 
to change them, do the following: 
If the SDI-12 sensors are already connected to the datalogger, disconnect them. Connect a 
sensor which address you want to find out or change into any connector for SDI-12 sensor. It is 
necessary to connect only one sensor. Connector is on the printed circuit marked +12 V, DATA, 
GND. 
For address configuration use following push buttons: 

Get sensor address: display of actual address of connected sensor 
Change sensor address: actual address and field where to fillb   in the new address is 

displayed. Confirm the change by pushing >> Change >>. Note down the sensor address. If 
needed repeat this action for other sensors. 
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Fig. 4:  Change of sensor address 
 
4.4. Adding sensors 

Connect SDI-12 sensors. On the circuit board are conecting points for 6 SDI-12 sensors 
(marked +12 V, DATA, GND) and 6 corresponding cable gland bushings. It is of no 
consequence to which SDI-12 connector the sensors are connected. It is possible to connect 
up to 16 sensors to the datalogger. I case you are using more than 6 SDI-12 sensors, it is 
necessary to use an external expanding module.  

Add sensor to the datalogger configuration by pushing  button in the left column of the 
configuration SW. A window appears in which you have to fill in:  
Identifier: this function is currently not in use. Any number can be applied. 
Sensor address: insert SDI-12 address of the sensor (see point 3.3).  
Description: insert name/type of the sensor. 
Comment: adding and saving further optional comments. 
By clicking on checkbox next to Active it is possible to generally activate/deactivate  respective 
sensor measurement. Gradually add all connected SDI-12 sensors to the configuration. 
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4.5. Adding rain gauge 

Add tipping bucket rain gauge, if you use it. Terminal block for rain gauge is in the right 
bottom part (marked +3V3, INP). This input is possible to use also as a general pulse counter. 
By connecting both inputs – an internal counter is icremented in the datalogger. 
 
Rain gauge is added into the datalogger configuration by clickin on  symbol. 
 

 
Fig. 5:  Adding sensor 

 
4.6. Adding polynomials 

Datalogger enables recalculation of parameters measured by sensors into output parameters by 
means of general polynomials of the third order (for example recalculation of the number of 
pulses from the rain gauge into the rainfall value in mm/hour, which is later stored in the 
dtalogger memory).  
When adding polynomials click on  symbol, which enables displaying/hiding the polynomials 
column. 
Add polynomial by clicking on  symbol in the polynom column. A window appears where you 
can set particular coeficients of the polynom (A0 to A3) and optionally its descriptioin. 
Available is a polynomial of third order defined y = A0+A1*x+A2*x2+A3*x3, where x =parameter 
measured by SDI-12 sensor, eventually number of pulses from the rain gauge  and y = output 
parameter, which is stored in the datalogger memory. If you want to store parameters measured 
by SDI-12 sensor directly, use polynomial y = x (i.e. A0 = 0; A1 = 1; A2 = 0; A3 = 0). Now define 
necessary polynomials. If you want to use a certain polynomial repeatedly, i.e. for calculation of 
more parameters, it is sufficient to define only once.  
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Fig. 6: Defining polynomial y = 0+1*x+ 0*x2+0*x3 
 
4.7. Adding output parameters 

Output parameters are all parameters which are stored in the datalogger memory, eventually 
transmitted via  LoRaWAN network or NB-IoT (depending on datalogger option). 

 
Steps: 
1. Choose sensor by clicking on one of the lines in the left column.  
2. In the middle column clicking on  will add the output parameter. It is necessary to set the 

sequence and number of parameters defined for respective sensor according to the sensor´s 
datasheet. For each parameter define Description (name of output parameter – its name will 
appear in the heading of the stored data table), Polynomial (see chapter 2.5) and then  one or 
more statistical functions (min., max., avg., std. dev). These statistical functions will be 
applied only if the data storing period is a multiple of the measuring period. 
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Fig. 7: Adding output parameter 

 
By clicking on Write sensor and polynomial settings configuration which was set in previous 
steps is uploaded to datalogger itself. 

 
 

4.8. Setting intervals and time synchronization 

4.8.1. Measuring interval 

Optional range is from 10 minutes do 24 hours 

4.8.2. Data storing interval on FLASH 

Optional range 0 to 100 multiple of measuring interval. If the data storing interval is the same as 
measuring interval, all data measured by connected sensors are stored on FLASH. If the data 
storing interval is > measuring interval. The statistical functions are applied. 
 
4.8.3. Data transfer interval 

Optional range 0 to 100 multiple of data storing interval. In most cases it is beneficial for the 
instrument to use IoT network to transfer immediatelly all stored data (transfer interval = storing 
interval). For NB-IoT version of datalogger all data stored into flash memory are sent over the 
network. For LoRaWAN verison of datalogger if the transfer interval is > storing interval, only the 
last stored record/line is transferred in the moment of data transfer interval (i.e. transfer data are 
only samples of the stored data). This setting is appropriate for stored data control. Detailed data 
is then necessary to read through USB interface. 
 
Set intervals enter into the datalogger by clicking on Set intervals. 
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It is possible to set the intervals also remotely through radio interface IoT network by clicking on 
Set intervals remotely. The request for change of setting is sent to the IoT network and at the 
nearest possible opportunity the change of configuration of the datalogger is carried out (the 
change is not done immediately but delayed approx. by hours). 
  
4.8.4. Time setting 

Set the actual time by clicking on Set the current time. Time will be set according to the 
connected PC. 
 
Now the datalogger is fully configured. After disconnecting an USB cable the measurement, 
storing and transfering will be in progress according to the set parameters.  
 

4.9. Setting example 

Configuration marked EkoLogger1-901188445544554, sensors: MPS-6 and Atmos 22, measuring 
MPS-6 water potential and temperutre, recalculation by polynomial with A1=1.  Measuring 
intervals set to 10 min., storing to 10 min., data transfer to 10 min.  

 

 
Fig. 8: Setting example 
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5. Access to data 

There are two possibilities how to access the measured data:  
1. Download stored data from datalogger via USB 
2. Display data transferred from datalogger via IOT network in the web application Envirodata 

 
5.1. Download via USB 

Connect the datalogger to PC through USB cable. Open the configuration software and click on 
Download data from the logger.  Data will be downloaded into the connected PC  in the directory 
chosen by you and stored as *.csv file. 

 
5.2. Display in web application Envirodata 

If the datalogger is used as a transfer one (i.e. a non-zero interval of data transfer is set) and there is 
a coveridge of the respective IoT network (LoRaWAN CRA or NB-IoT O2 according to the datalogger 
type) on site where the datalogger is located, the transferred data are loaded to the web 
application Envirodata, where it is possible to display them in tables, charts, transfer them to ftp, 
email, etc. Application is accessible on http://envirodata.cz/app/ . After logging in by user name 
and password you will have access to data from all your dataloggers. The link also enables a free 
demo.  
 
  

http://envirodata.cz/app/
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6. Additional information 

Below you can see a brief description of push buttons and functions which were not described 
earlier as they are not used with the basic setting of the datalogger. 
 
Reset logger settings: Will erase all settings in the datalogger (sensors, polynoms, intervals 
etc.). Settings remain stored though in the configuration software and it is possible to load them 
again into the datalogger. 
 
Delete logger data (FLASH): Will erase all untill now measured and stored data in the 
datalogger memory (FLASH). Datalogger setting will be maintained. 
 
Battery status: after click on  it is possible to display actual battery status in percents. 
Attention! If you remove and then again insert the battery, the battery status counter will be 
reset ( it is assumed that a new battery was inserted). 
 
Upgrade FW: After click on  it is possible to select a binary file and carry out a firmware 
update of the datalogger. Before the update, store all data of the FLASH memory. After the 
update, it is necessary to enter again the setting into the datalogger by push buttons Enter 
sensor and polynom setting, Interval setting and Actual time setting.  

 
Change language: After click on  it is possible to change language. Currently supported 
languages are Czech and English. After changing the language, it is necessary to restart 
program.  
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